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ABSTRACT: Isoform 1 of the mammalian Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE1) is a ubiquitously
expressed plasma membrane pH regulatory protein. It removes one intracellular H+ in exchange for
one extracellular Na+. The 500 N-terminal amino acids comprise the catalytic membrane domain
and fold into 12 transmembrane (TM) segments. To gain insight into the structure and function of
human NHE1, a region spanning transmembrane domains VI and VII was expressed and purified,
and the structure was determined using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Segment VI includes
two structurally conserved regions corresponding to two short α-helices involving residues 229−
236 and 239−247. Segment VII includes one long helical region spanning residues 255−274. The
NMR structure of the peptide containing transmembrane domains VI and VII was very similar to
the previously published structures of the single-transmembrane segments except that TM VII was
not kinked. Tryptophan scanning site-directed mutagenesis of TM VI demonstrated that mutation
of residues V240−V245 to tryptophan eliminated NHE1 activity when the full length protein was
expressed in cells. In contrast, mutants F246W and E247W were functional. Double mutant
V242F/F260V retained activity, while the individual mutations were not active. The results suggest that the region of TM VI
from V240 to V245 is closely associated with TM VII and that, in agreement with the NMR structure of VI−VII segments, V242
and F260 are in close association. A study of two transmembrane peptides provides further insight into the structure of the
NHE1 protein.

The type I isoform of the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE1) is a
key pH regulatory protein in mammalian cells. This

isoform is ubiquitous and functions in the plasma membrane to
catalyze removal of one intracellular proton in exchange for one
extracellular sodium ion.1−3 NHE1 has numerous other indirect
physiological roles that accompany or are a result of its pH
regulatory function. By its activation and by elevating the
intracellular pH (pHi), it promotes cell growth and differ-
entiation.4 Additionally, its activation facilitates inward sodium
flux in response to osmotic shrinkage,5 and it also enhances cell
motility.6 NHE1 activation enhances invasion by breast cancer
cells by increasing pHi and by acidification of the extracellular
microenvironment of tumor cells.7−11 The NHE1 isoform is
present in the myocardium,12 and elevated NHE1 activity
promotes heart hypertrophy13 and exaggerates the damage that
occurs during myocardial ischemia and reperfusion. NHE1
inhibitors have been promising in preclinical trials, protecting
the myocardium from various diseases.14,15 However, clinical
trials with NHE1 inhibitors are largely unfruitful, possibly
because of a lack of inhibitor specificity.16 Improved knowledge
of the structure of NHE1 may facilitate the development of
improved inhibitors for clinical use.
The 500 N-terminal amino acids of the mammalian NHE1

protein consist of 12 transmembrane (TM) segments that
comprise the catalytic component. Two general models of the
topology of NHE1 exist. One model is based on cysteine
accessibility studies,17 while the second is based on computa-
tional comparison with the suggested crystal structure of the
Escherichia coli Na+/H+ exchanger NhaA18 (these were

reviewed by Kemp et al.19). The models vary from one another
after amino acid 315. However, prior to this region, the models
are essentially identical with the exception of the latter model
predicting that the first two transmembrane segments are
cleaved free of the protein. Amino acids 226−275 are predicted
to form two transmembrane segments by hydropathy17 analysis
and in both models.
Expression and purification of entire membrane domains of

eukaryotic proteins have proven to be problematic goals.
However, studies have demonstrated that single-TM segments
possess much of the required structural information needed to
form their higher-order structures.20−22 To gain insight into the
structure and function of NHE1, we previously expressed and
determined structures of single-TM segments of NHE1,
including TM VI and TM VII, using nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and studied these TM
segments by mutagenesis in the intact full length protein. For
TM VI, our studies showed that it is a pore-lining TM segment
that has a helical region, followed by an unwound region,
followed by another helical region.23,24 Our studies of TM VII
demonstrated that it was predominantly α-helical, that it was
critical to NHE1 function, and that it also contains pore-lining
residues.25,26
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While much of the required structural information is
contained within the primary amino acid sequence of TM
segments, interactions between TM segments can obviously
not be studied with single-TM segments. Additionally, Hunt et
al.21 have suggested that in some cases, the interactions
between helices and the presence or absence of the interhelical
loops can affect the conformation of TM segments. While
examining TM segments representing fragments of bacterio-
rhodopsin, they found that in five of seven cases the
polypeptides formed stable TM segments representing the
native protein. However, in two cases, the TM segments
formed non-native configurations. A lack of links between
helices was one putative explanation for the aberrant structures.
For this reason, we examined a pair of TM segments, TM VI
and TM VII, that are linked together by a short intracellular
loop. We developed a system to express and purify the pair of
TM segments and determined the structure of and examined
the importance of the amino acids that appear to be significant
in contacts between these segments. The results demonstrate
that the TM VI−VII region (TM VI−VII) forms two
interacting α-helices, whose structures generally agree with
our studies of the single-TM segments.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials. Amylose affinity resin was from New England

Biolabs (Pickering, ON). Lipofectamine 2000 reagent was from
Invitrogen Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA), and PWO DNA
polymerase was from Roche Applied Science (Roche Molecular
Biochemicals, Mannheim, Germany). Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin was
from Pierce Chemical Co. (Rockford, IL).
Expression and Purification of the C-Terminus of

NHE1. To produce the TM VI−VII region of human NHE1,
we expressed it as a fusion protein with maltose binding protein
(MBP) in E. coli. We used a modified version of a system
described previously.27 Synthetic DNA encoding amino acids
226−274 of TM VI−VII was purchased from GenScript
(GGATCCAAAAAAAAAGATAACTTATTATTCGGTTCT-
ATTATTTCTGCTGTTGATCCAGTTGCTGTTTTAGCT-
GTTTTCGAAGAAATTCACATTAACGAATTATTACACA-
TTTTAGTTTTCGGTGAATCTTTATTAAACGATGCTG-
TTACTGTTGTTTTATATAAAAAAAAATGAGAATTC).
The BamHI−EcoRI sites of the pUC57-TM VI−VII plasmid
were used to clone the DNA into vector pMPLB27 after
removal of the inset in the vector with BamHI and EcoRI. This
created an inducible plasmid expressing maltose binding
protein fused to TM VI−VII with a cleavable TEV site
separating the maltose binding protein and TM VI−VII
(pMBPVI-VII). The DNA sequence was codon optimized for
expression in E. coli. Polylysine sequences were added at both
ends of the peptide region to aid in solubility as described
previously.23 After cleavage with TEV protease, this resulted in
a peptide with a GSKKKDNLLFGSIISAVDPVAVLAVFEEIH-
INELLHILVFGESLLNDAVTVVLYKKK (the N-terminal GS
being the result of cloning and from part of the TEV cleavage
site) sequence.
Plasmid pMBPVI-VII was transformed into several E. coli

strains, including XL1 blue, DH5α, BL21(DE-3)pLysS Star,
Topp 10, and Topp 11. After trials with different strains and
temperatures (not shown), XL1 blue cells were chosen for
growth at 37 °C in LB medium and induction at an OD600 of
≈1.0 with 0.2 mM IPTG for 16 h. The cells were harvested at 4
°C by centrifugation at 6000g for 30 min. Pellets from 1 L
cultures were resuspended in 50 mL of amylose buffer [20 mM

Tris-HCl, 200 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.4)], divided
into two parts, and stored at −80 °C. Preliminary experiments
produced unlabeled protein. Later experiments produced 15N-
labeled protein for more detailed characterization of the
structure. For these experiments, cells were prepared essentially
as described previously.28 E. coli cells were grown in a minimal
medium made of 87 mM NaH2PO4, 34 mM K2HPO4, 4 mM
MgSO4, 1.8 μM FeSO4, and 55.5 mM glucose (pH 7.3). The
medium was supplemented with 1 g of (15NH4)2SO4. Minimal
medium was inoculated with 40 mL of preculture, and the
culture was grown in a 5 L fermenter (BIOSTAT B from B.
Braun Biotech International) at 37 °C, 500 rpm, and pH 7.0
until an OD600 of 0.8−1.0 was reached. Induction was achieved
with 0.2 mM IPTG, and the balance of procedures was as
described above for unlabeled protein.
The cell pellet solution was thawed, and cells were lysed

using an EmulsiFlex homogenizer at 15000−20000 psi.
Homogenization was repeated six times at 4 °C. The lysate
suspension was centrifuged at 50000g for 30 min at 4 °C, and
the supernatant was collected and stored on ice. Aliquots (30
mL) of the supernatant were applied to a column with amylose
resin in amylose buffer. The column was washed with 4 column
volumes of amylose buffer, and elution was achieved with 2.5
column volumes of amylose buffer containing 40 mM maltose.
Samples of the lysate and eluted fractions were examined by
sodium dodecyl sulfate−polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS−PAGE).

MBP−TM VI−VII Cleavage and Peptide Isolation. The
eluted fractions were concentrated to 5 mg/mL using an
Amicon-15 Ultra 30000 molecular weight cutoff filter at 4300
rpm and 4 °C. Proteolysis of the fusion protein was achieved by
incubating the fusion protein with 10 units of TEV protease/
mg of peptide at 21 °C overnight. This caused the TM VI−VII
peptide to come out of solution, so the sample containing the
MBP protein and TM VI−VII peptide was centrifuged at
100000g for 45 min at 4 °C and the supernatant containing
mostly maltose binding protein discarded. The pellet was made
up in 20 mL/100 mg of digested protein in resuspension buffer
1 [50 mM phosphate (Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4) (pH 8.0) and
plus 1 M guanidine-HCl], using a glass homogenizer, and
incubated for 30 min at room temperature. This sample was
centrifuged at 10000g for 20 min at 4 °C. The pellet, which was
rich in TM VI−VII peptide, was made up in 5 mL/100 mg of
digested protein in resuspension buffer 2 [50 mM phosphate
(Na2HPO4) (pH 7.2) and 7 M guanidine-HCl]. This sample
was centrifuged at 10000g for 10 min at 4 °C, and the
supernatant was collected. Samples (50 μL) were saved in each
step to be analyzed in 16% Tricine−SDS−PAGE gels
containing 6 M urea.29

The TM VI−VII peptide in 7 M guanidine-HCl was purified
using the facilities of the Institute for Biomolecular Design at
the University of Alberta. It was applied onto a reverse phase
Zorbax 300SB-C8 column (9.4 mm × 250 mm, 5 μm particle
size, Agilent Technologies). Buffer A consisted of 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid in water and buffer B 0.1% trifluoroacetic
acid in acetonitrile. The column was equilibrated with buffer A
at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min. The peptide was injected, and a
linear gradient from 20 to 80% buffer B was run for 135 min.
The fractions were collected every minute and analyzed using a
narrow bore reversed phase high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) system (Supelco Discovery C18 column, 5
μm, 2.1 mm × 125 mm). Buffer A and buffer B were used, and
the gradient was from 20 to 98% buffer B over 35 min.
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Fractions were analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. TM
VI−VII-containing fractions were pooled and lyophilized.
NMR Spectroscopy and Structure Calculation. Samples

for NMR spectroscopy contained 0.5−1 mM HPLC-purified
TM VI−VII peptide dissolved in perdeuterated dodecylphos-
phocholine (DPC) micelles in a 1:75 peptide:detergent molar
ratio, with 5% D2O as a lock solvent and 0.25 mM deuterated
4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid as an internal chem-
ical shift reference. Samples also contained 1% protease
inhibitor (Calbiochem protease inhibitor cocktail set I). The
pH was adjusted to 5, and NMR spectra were acquired at 30
°C. Spectra for structure determination were initially acquired
with a non-15N-labeled peptide, and additional data were later
acquired for a 15N-labeled peptide. One-dimensional (1D) 1H
and two-dimensional (2D) 1H−1H DQFCOSY, TOCSY (60
ms mixing time), and NOESY (200 ms mixing time) NMR
spectra were acquired on a Varian 800 MHz spectrometer for
an unlabeled sample. An additional NOESY spectrum was also
acquired at 800 MHz in 100% D2O with a 400 ms mixing time.
2D 15N HSQC and three-dimensional (3D) 15N NOESY-
HSQC (150 ms mixing time) spectra were acquired at 800
MHz on a 15N-labeled sample, and 3D 15N TOCSY-HSQC
spectra were acquired on a 600 MHz spectrometer. NMR
spectra were acquired using VnmrJ (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA) and processed using NMRPipe.30 Spectra
were analyzed using NMRViewJ.31 Sequential assignment
followed standard procedures.32 Peaks were manually assigned
in NMRViewJ. Distance restraints for structure calculation were
obtained from the 2D NOESY and 3D NOESY-HSQC spectra
by calibrating peaks based on intensity in NMRViewJ. Dihedral
angle restraints were generated on the basis of Hα secondary
chemical shift deviations.33 Structures were calculated as
previously described34 using simulated annealing in Xplor-
NIH.35 In each round of structure calculation, 50 structures
were generated and violating restraints were examined and
either lengthened or removed. The cutoff for violations
increased in stringency each round. The final round of structure
calculation had distance restraint violation cutoffs of 0.1 Å and
considered violations that occurred in >10% of structures. The
25 lowest-energy structures were used for analysis. The
structures are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (entry
2MDF) and the chemical shifts in the Biomagnetic Resonance
Bank (entry 19484).
T1 and T2 NMR relaxation measurements were acquired on a

600 MHz NMR spectrometer. 2D 15N HSQC spectra were
acquired using the gNhsqc pulse sequence in VnmrJ with an
initial 4 s delay and relaxation times of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1,
and 1.3 s for T1 measurements and 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09,
0.11, and 0.13 s for T2 measurements. Spectra were processed
in NMRPipe and assigned in NMRViewJ. T1 and T2 values
were obtained by fitting peak intensities to an exponential
decay curve within NMRViewJ.
Cell Culture and Transfections. To examine the NHE1

activity of mutants, stable cell lines were made using AP-1 cells
transformed with control and mutant pYN4+ DNA.26 AP-1
cells constitute a CHO derivative that lacks its own Na+/H+

exchanger protein. Transfection was performed using LIP-
OFECTAMINE 2000 Reagent (Invitrogen Life Technolo-
gies).36 Stable cell lines for experiments were re-established
from frozen stocks at passage numbers between 5 and 9. At
least two independently made clones were isolated from

different individual transformed cells of each mutant, and
results are shown from one typical mutant.

Electrophoresis and Immunoblotting. Cell lysates were
made from stable cell lines of NHE1 expressing AP-1 cells as
described previously.36 They were used for Western blot
analysis on 10% SDS−PAGE gels as described previously.37

Identification of the Na+/H+ exchanger protein was achieved
via the HA tag using an anti-HA monoclonal antibody. The
secondary antibody was a peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-
mouse antibody, and chemiluminescence was used to visualize
the immunoreactive protein. Quantification of expression levels
was conducted using ImageJ version 1.35 (National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD) as described previously.36

Site-Directed Mutagenesis. For mutagenesis of Na+/H+

exchanger protein isoform 1, we used expression plasmid
pYN4+ that contains a functional HA-tagged, human Na+/H+

exchanger.36 The mutations made and the primers used are
listed in Table 1 of the Supporting Information and were made
as described previously.28 Mutations created or deleted a
restriction enzyme site used in screening for mutants. DNA
sequencing was used to confirm the mutation and fidelity of
DNA amplification.

Cell Surface Expression. Cell surface expression was
assessed essentially as described previously.28 Briefly, the
surface proteins of intact cells were labeled with sulfo-NHS-
SS-biotin (Pierce), and immobilized streptavidin resin was used
to bind the solubilized plasma membrane Na+/H+ exchanger.
Equal amounts of total and unbound proteins were separated
by SDS−PAGE and analyzed using Western blotting and
densitometry measuring immunoreactive (HA-tagged) Na+/H+

exchanger protein. As it was not possible to efficiently and
reproducibly elute proteins bound to immobilized streptavidin
resin, the relative amount of NHE1 on the cell surface was
calculated by comparing both the 110 and 95 kDa HA-
immunoreactive species in Western blots of the total and
unbound fractions.

Measurement of NHE Activity. NHE1 activity was
determined using a PTI Deltascan spectrofluorometer essen-
tially as described previously.28,38 Briefly, experiments were
performed at 37 °C, and stable cells lines of NHE1 mutants
were grown on coverslips (Thomas Red Label Micro Cover
Glasses) in 35 mm dishes until the cells were approximately
80−90% confluent. BCECF-AM [2′,7′-bis(2-carboxyethyl)-
5(6)-carboxyfluorescein acetoxymethyl ester] (Molecular
Probes Inc., Eugene, OR) was used to measure the intracellular
pH in normal buffer [135 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.8 mM
CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 5.5 mM glucose, and 10 mM HEPES
(pH 7.3)]. The cells were treated with 50 mM ammonium
chloride for 3 min, after which the solution was changed to
isotonic sodium free buffer for 30 s to induce acidification. The
cells were then returned to normal sodium-containing buffer,
allowing the recovery of pH via the activity of NHE1. The first
20 s of recovery was used to calculate the NHE1 activity. Each
measurement of NHE1 activity was followed by a three-point
pHi calibration at pH 6, 7, and 8 with 10 μM nigericin in
calibration buffer as described previously.28

■ RESULTS
Production and Purification of TM VI−VII. Figure 1

illustrates a simple model of the NHE1 isoform of the Na+/H+

exchanger with an enlargement of the TM VI−VII region.
While there is currently some controversy about the topology
of some parts of the protein with two different models being
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prevalent,17−19,39 there is no discordance regarding the region
containing amino acids 226−275. Amino acids 226−247 are
believed to constitute a TM segment, leading to a short
intracellular loop (IL3, amino acids 248−252), which connects
to another TM segment comprised approximately of amino
acids 253−275. Because the connection between amino acids
226−247 and 253−275 is quite short, this suggests that these
TM segments must be in the proximity of one another.
To examine the structure of TM VI−VII, we overexpressed

the two-transmembrane segments in E. coli and purified the
resultant protein. Previously, we expressed single-TM segments
in E. coli and examined the structure of single-transmembrane
segments.23,26,28,40 Because of the inherent difficulties in
expression of membrane proteins in E. coli, we used a strategy
in which the TM segments are expressed as a fusion with
maltose binding protein that enhances the solubility and
expression in E. coli and aids in purification.27 After
construction of an appropriate fusion protein (see Experimental
Procedures), several E. coli strains were checked for their
efficacy in expression of the maltose binding protein−TM VI−
VII protein [XL1 blue, DH5-α, BL21(DE-3), BL21(DE-
3)pLysS Star, Topp 10, and Topp 11] at 20 and 37 °C. The
best result was obtained using XL1 blue cells, at 37 °C with 0.2
mM IPTG used for induction. This yielded approximately 400
mg of fusion protein per liter of culture (data not shown). The
expressed protein was purified and cleaved free of the maltose
binding protein carrier. Figure 2 shows the results. Purification
of the MBP−TM VI−VII protein via affinity chromatography
yielded highly purified protein (Figure 2A). Treatment with
TEV protease resulted in efficient cleavage and release of a TM
VI−VII peptide, which was visible when electrophoresis was
conducted in higher-percentage acrylamide gels (Figure 2B,C).
After cleavage, the TM VI-VII protein was relatively insoluble

and easily pelleted. It was selectively solubilized and purified by
reverse phase HPLC as described in Experimental Procedures.
Fractions were analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry,
and the molecular weight of the resulting peptide corresponded
to the predicted molecular mass. Approximately 10 mg of pure

TM VI−VII peptide was obtained per liter of E. coli culture.
The same procedure conducted in 15N-labeled minimal
medium yielded approximately 5 mg/L of culture, and the
molecular mass determined by mass spectroscopy was shifted
exactly in accordance with the mass change caused by 15N
isotopic labeling.

Structural Analysis of TM VI−VII. Initial characterization
of the purified TM VI−VII peptide in DPC micelles utilized the
1D 1H NMR spectra of non-isotopically labeled peptide
samples. NMR spectra with well-resolved and reasonably
narrow amide peaks were obtained under the conditions used
in our previous NMR studies of single-TM segments of
NHE1.23,26 Increasing the temperature to 40 °C did not appear
to improve the spectral quality, and increasing the pH to 6
decreased the quality slightly; therefore, spectra were obtained
at 30 °C and pH 5 for structure determination. 15N isotopically
labeled peptide samples showed 2D 1H−15N HSQC NMR
spectra with good resolution and dispersion of peaks and
allowed for 3D NMR experiments for assignment and structure
calculation as well as 15N relaxation measurements. The amide
proton region of the 1D 1H NMR spectrum and the assigned
2D 1H−15N HSQC NMR spectrum are shown in Figure 3.
The peptide was assigned using standard methods32 using

homonuclear 2D 1H−1H TOCSY, NOESY, and DQFCOSY
NMR spectra. The chemical shifts of some residues were
similar those of the previously assigned individual TM VI23 and

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Na+/H+ exchanger. (A)
Illustration of the entire Na+/H+ exchanger protein, isoform 1, based
on Cys accessibility studies.17 (B) Enlargement of the TM VI−VII
region showing the amino acid sequence.

Figure 2. Purification of TM VI−VII. (A) Coomassie blue-stained
protein gel showing steps in maltose binding protein−TM VI−VII
purification with amylose resin. Elution was conducted with 40 mM
maltose. Lanes: M, molecular weight markers; T, XL1 blue cells at
time zero (prior to induction); L, lysate after induction for 20 h at 37
°C with 0.2 mM IPTG; P, 50000g pellet of lysed cells; S, supernatant
of lysed cells; Ft, flow through of the column; W1−W3, column
washes; E, protein eluted with maltose. (B and C) Samples of purified
maltose binding protein (MBP, not linked to any other protein) and
MBP−TM VI−VII protein without (−) or with (+) TEV treatment.
(B) Standard 11% SDS−PAGE, stained with Coomassie Blue. (C)
Tricine−SDS−PAGE (16%), stained with silver.
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TM VII26 peptides, which aided the assignment process. The
amide cross-peaks in the 2D 1H−15N HSQC NMR spectrum
were assigned using 3D 1H−15N TOCSY and NOESY HSQC
NMR spectra, which also provided additional structural
restraints.
The distance restraints obtaining using the 2D and 3D

NOESY spectra with mixing times of 150−200 ms were used to
generate structural models of the peptide. A further 2D
homonuclear NOESY spectrum with a longer mixing time of
400 ms in D2O was used to help look for methyl and aromatic
side chain contacts. The distance restraints observed are
summarized in Figure 4. The d(i,i+3) and d(i,i+4) NOESY
contacts and the negative deviations of Hα chemical shifts from
random coil chemical shifts33 suggest that the α-helical regions
are in agreement with the previously published TM structures.
NOE distance restraints were calibrated on the basis of peak
intensity rather than volume because of peak overlap, and an
iterative procedure was used to relax the restraints for the same
reason. Dihedral angle restraints were based on chemical shift
index predictions and preliminary structure calculations that did
not use dihedral restraints. Helical regions were restrained to a
φ of −60 ± 30° and a ψ of −40 ± 40°. Statistics from the final
25 of 50 structures are listed in Table 1.
The secondary structure of the final 25 structures agrees with

the NMR distance and dihedral restraints. The dihedral angle
order parameters (bottom panel of Figure 4) show that TM VI
contains two structurally conserved regions corresponding to
two short α-helices spanning residues 229−236 in the N-

terminus (TM VIn) and 239−247 in the C-terminus (TM
VIc). Among the 25 ensemble members, the two short helices
do not have a fixed orientation with respect to each other but
adopt angles of around 0−90°. TM VI leads into a nonhelical,
flexible region (residues 248−254) that forms an interhelical
loop. TM VII contains one long helical region between residues
255 and 274. While this helix can be superimposed along its
entire length, superimposition over a shorter portion of TM VII
reveals some slight differences in the curvature of the TM
segment among the ensemble members.
The final 25 structures of TM VI−VII show that the two TM

segments are similar to the previously published structures of
the corresponding single-TM segments (Figure 5). The overall
structure and helix orientations of TM VI are the same between
the single-TM peptide reported previously (Figure 5B)23 and
the TM VI−VII peptide in this study (Figure 5A). However, in
comparison to the previously published individual TM
structures, TM VIc is shorter in TM VI−VII, while in the
single-TM peptide, it extends further to include H250 and two
of the three lysine tags (numbered 251−253). These lysine tags
are not present in the TM VI−VII peptide, which contains only
the native loop residues.
There is a larger difference between the structures of TM VII

in the single-TM study reported previously (Figure 5D)26 and
TM VII in the TM VI-VII peptide reported here (Figure 5C).
The major difference between the TM VII structures is that in
the single-TM structure of TM VII, a kink is present at residues
260−263 in the middle of the TM that allowed the two halves
of TM VII to adopt either a straight or hairpin conformation. In
comparison, TM VII of the TM VI−VII structure forms a
straight helix and does not appear to be kinked. The boundaries
of TM VII are similar, consisting of residues 254−274 in TM
VI−VII compared to residues 255−272 in TM VII. The slight
difference at the C-terminal end of TM VII could be due to one
additional C-terminal lysine residue present in the TM VI−VII
peptide that is not present in the single-TM peptide.
T1 and T2 relaxation measurements provide a measure of the

motional properties of the peptide and are consistent with the
secondary structure. The T1/T2 ratio is proportional to the
local rate of motion in the molecule, with lower ratios
corresponding to more mobile regions and higher ratios to less
mobile regions (Figure 6). The low T1/T2 ratio at the termini
suggests that the termini (residues 221−228 and 274−277) are
quite mobile. Values increase up to plateau regions, which
correspond to the location of the α-helices in the NMR
structures. TM VIn has a T1/T2 ratio lower than that of TM
VIc, suggesting the N-terminal helix is more mobile than the C-
terminal helix. Interestingly, TM VIc has a T1/T2 ratio similar
to that of TM VII, suggesting they have similar mobilities, even
though TM VIc is approximately half the size of TM VII. This
could suggest that there is interaction between TM VI and TM
VII. The connecting loop between TM VI and TM VII may be
undergoing slow conformational exchange on microsecond to
millisecond time scales, which could explain the decrease in T2
and the increase in the T1/T2 ratio at residues 248 and 249 as
well as the disappearance of residues 250 and 251 in the 2D
HSQC spectrum. This is also reflected in the structure, where
this region has backbone dihedral order parameters lower than
those of the surrounding helices (Figure 4). This suggests that
the loop does not have a fixed structure; however, interaction
between TM VI and TM VII could be partially restricting the
conformation of the loop. Reddy et al.41 published relaxation
data at three spectrometer frequencies for a TM VII peptide

Figure 3. NMR spectra of TM VI−VII in DPC micelles: (top) amide/
aromatic region of the 1D 1H NMR spectrum of the unlabeled TM
VI−VII peptide, showing amide, amine, and aromatic peaks, and
(bottom) corresponding region from a 2D 1H−15N HSQC spectrum
of 15N-labeled TM VI−VII showing only amide peaks, with peak
assignments shown.
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that was labeled with 15N at six residues. A comparison of the
data obtained by Reddy et al. and our data is shown in Figure
1S of the Supporting Information. Values for T2 at 600 MHz
are overall slightly higher in the individual TM VII, likely
reflecting the smaller size of the single-TM peptide compared
to the size of TM VI−VII. T1 values appear to be similar and
perhaps slightly lower for TM VII in TM VI−VII at the C-

terminus. T1/T2 ratios are larger for TM VII in TM VI−VII on
the N-terminus but similar at the C-terminus. Overall, the
comparison is consistent with the higher molecular weight of
TM VI−VII and lower mobility at the N-terminus of TM VII in
the two-TM peptide because of the presence of TM VI.
The calculated structures show a weak interaction between

TM VI and TM VII. On the basis of PROMOTIF42 structural
analysis, TM VIn does not interact at all with TM VII, which is
consistent with the relaxation results and observed NOE
distances. Ten of the 25 final structures show an interaction
between TM VIc and TM VII according to PROMOTIF. A
representative structure is shown in Figure 7A with the
identified long-range restraints shown. Long-range restraints are
mainly between residues close to, or within, the interhelical
loop. Many contacts originate from F246 and H256, near the
ends of the α-helical parts of the TMs, to other residues in the
vicinity. NOE contacts between the lower half of TM VIc and
TM VII could not be observed, suggesting that in this region
TM VIc interacts very weakly or not at all with TM VII. As a
result of this, TM VIc does not always lie along TM VII in the
structural ensemble but sometimes is oriented perpendicular to
TM VII. This conformational flexibility prevents the definition
of a precise interface between TM VI and VII. An ensemble of
structures showing the potential structures with TM−TM
interactions is shown in Figure 7B.

Functional Analysis of TM VI−VII. The region of TM VI,
termed TM VIc (amino acids 239−247), was helical in
character and showed some interactions with TM VII along at
least part of its length in the NMR structure. To gain further
insight into the interactions between TM VI and TM VII and

Figure 4. Summary of NMR structural data for TM VI−VII in DPC micelles. The top panel is a summary of short- and medium-range residue
distances obtained from the 2D and 3D NOESY NMR spectra. Lines and bars represent observed distances between residues. Continuous d(i,i+3)
and d(i,i+4) contacts are indicative of helical structure (adopted from CYANA59 output). The center panel shows the chemical shift index prediction
of secondary structure.33 Contiguous regions of negative deviation of the peptide Hα chemical shifts from random coil chemical shifts suggest helical
structure. The bottom panel shows dihedral angle order parameters for the final TM VI−VII structural ensemble. Values of 1 represent regions with
identical dihedral angles across the structures, while values of 0 represent a random distribution of angles.

Table 1. Structure Calculation Statistics for TM VI−VII in
DPC Micelles for the Final Top 25 of 50 Lowest-Energy
Structures

NOE restraints
intraresidue 452
sequential 392
medium-range (|i − j| ≤ 4) 389
long-range (|i − j| > 4) 31
ambiguous 484

dihedral restraints
ϕ 35
ψ 35

restraint violations
NOE (>0.5 Å) 5
dihedral (>5.0°) 2

Ramachandran statisticsa (%)
favored regions 58.2
additionally allowed regions 30.5
generously allowed regions 8.6
disallowed regions 2.7

aDetermined using PROCHECK.58
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to study the role of particular amino acids V240−E247, we used
Trp scanning mutagenesis. Initial experiments examined effects
of mutations (V240W, A241W, V242W, L243W, A244W,
V245W, F246W, E247W, V237L/L264V, V242F/F260V, and
F246I/I257F) on expression (Figure 8A) and targeting (Figure
8B) of mutant NHE1 proteins. Most mutation-containing
NHE1 proteins were expressed very well, with the exception
that the protein with a V242W mutation was poorly expressed
relative to the other proteins. Surface targeting of the various
mutant proteins varied somewhat, though most were targeted
reasonably well to the cell surface. The F246W mutant was
slightly reduced in surface targeting somewhat compared to the
wild type and other mutants.
Characterization of the activity of the wild-type and mutant

proteins is shown in Figure 8C−E. Figure 8C is an example of
activity measurements of mutants of NHE1, and Figure 8D
shows a summary of the basal activity of some of the mutants
examined. Wild-type NHE1 protein expressed in AP-1 cells
showed a rapid and robust recovery from transient acidosis
induced by an ammonium chloride pulse. In contrast, mutants
V240W to V245W all showed no significant activity greater
than background. An example of the inactive V240W mutant is
shown in Figure 8C. Mutants F246W and E247W had some
remaining activity. Much of the apparent decrease in their
activity was due to a reduction of the protein’s level of
expression and targeting to the cell surface (Figure 8D).
To ensure that activity we measured was due to the Na+/H+

exchanger, we examined the effect of the NHE1 specific
inhibitor EMD87580 on the activity of the wild-type and
mutant Na+/H+ exchanger proteins. Figure 8E illustrates the

results. Experiments were conducted using a two-pulse assay,26

with two ammonium chloride loads, with 10 μM EMD87580
added in the second recovery. Uninhibited NHE1 had the same
activity in the second pulse as in the first.26 The addition of 10
μM EMD87580 essentially eliminated NHE1 activity. Another
control was the removal of extracellular sodium from the
medium, which eliminated the recovery from acidosis (Figure
8E). A different control (Figure 8E) showed that under the
conditions used in our assay, there was no recovery from the
acid load in AP-1 cells that are devoid of NHE1 protein. The
effects of 10 μM EMD87580 were examined on some of the
mutant proteins. EMD8750 caused no effects on inactive
mutants from V240 to V245. Effects on mutants V240W and
A244W are also shown. The activity of the F246W and E247W
mutants was eliminated by the addition of 10 μM EMD87580
in the recovery phase, confirming that it was due to the NHE1
protein.
An examination of the NMR structures of TM VI−VII

revealed that several pairs of residues on TM VI and TM VII
were opposed to each other, possibly an indication of an
association in the intact full length protein. This included the
V237−L264, V242−F260, and F246−I257 pairs. We reasoned
that the interaction of the side chains of these putative pairs of
amino acids might be mimicked and confirmed this by
reciprocal mutations, which switched the pairs of amino acids
(V237L/L264V, V242F/F260V, and F246I/I257F). These
mutations were made, and the activity of the intact full length
protein was examined as described above (Figure 9). Mutant
proteins V237L/L264V and F246I/I257F showed no NHE1
activity. In contrast, the V242F/F260V mutant exhibited ∼30%

Figure 5. Comparisons of the TM segments of TM VI−VII with previously published structures. Comparisons of TM VI (residues 221−250) (A)
and TM VII (residues 250−277) (C) from the structure of TM VI−VII in this study with the individual TM VI (residues 223−253) (B) and TM VII
(residues 250−276) (D) structures described previously.23,26 The residues at the ends of α-helical segments are labeled. Residues in parentheses are
the helix termini of the opposing one- or two-TM structure.
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of the activity of the wild-type protein, which was inhibited by
EMD87580. Mutant NHE1 proteins with an individual V242F
or F260V mutation showed no activity.

■ DISCUSSION
Membrane proteins are of great interest in modern biology.
They are key regulators of cellular milieu, participate in signal
transduction, and are involved in a variety of human diseases,
including cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy, and others.
Additionally, they are often the targets of drug treatments,
particularly in the case of plasma membrane proteins that tend
to be more accessible to treatment because the compounds
need not cross a lipid bilayer to be effective. While of great
interest, only a small number of structures of membrane
proteins have been elucidated because of the inherent difficulty
in expressing and purifying the proteins. We previously used
expression systems in E. coli to express fragments of the
mammalian NHE1 protein. We expressed and examined the
structure of putative transmembrane segments TM IV, TM VI,
TM VII, TM IX, and TM XI.23,24,28,43,44 Studies comparing the
structure of isolated TM segments with that of the intact full

length protein suggested that much of the final higher-order
structure of the segments is determined by the primary
sequence.20−22,45,46

Though we gained several important insights into NHE1
function by studying single-TM segments, it is not possible to
gain a complete picture of eukaryotic protein function using
single-TM segments. Production of the entire membrane
domain of multiple-pass eukaryotic membrane proteins remains

Figure 6. 15N NMR T1 and T2 relaxation times and T1/T2 ratios for
TM VI−VII in DPC micelles. Plateau regions represent the helical
regions as also determined by NOE and chemical shift NMR data.
Helical regions of TM VI are colored light gray and those of TM VII
dark gray.

Figure 7. Structure of TM VI−VII in DPC micelles. (A)
Representative structure of TM VI−VII showing TM−TM inter-
actions, with the observed long-range NOE restraints used in the
structure calculation shown as dotted lines. Some amino acids that are
functionally important or were found to interact in this study are
labeled. (B) Superimposition of the 10 members of the structural
ensemble of TM VI−VII that contain TM−TM interactions as defined
by PROMOTIF. The structures are superimposed over the backbone
Cα atoms of residues 254−264 of TM VI−VII. Residues 220−237 of
TM VI are not shown for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 8. Characterization of activity and expression of Trp scanning
mutants of TM VI−VII. (A) Western blot of cell extracts of stable
transfectants expressing Na+/H+ exchanger mutants or control
proteins. Mutants are V240W, A241W, V242W, L243W, A244W,
V245W, F246W, E247W, V237L/L264V, V242F/F260V, and F246I/
I257F. Mt denotes mock transfected AP1 cells and Wt wild-type
NHE1. Numbers underneath mutants indicate expression levels as a
percentage of the control (n = 3). Densitometric scans were of both
the 110 and 95 kDa bands relative to wild-type NHE. (B) Surface

Figure 8. continued

localization of NHE1-transfected cells expressing control and mutants.
Equal amounts of the total cell lysate (left lane, T, total) and unbound
intracellular lysate (right lane, I, intracellular) were examined by
Western blotting with the anti-HA antibody to identify NHE1 protein.
SP denotes surface processing, with mean values (n = 3) being a
percentage of NHE1 targeted to the cell surface. Wt denotes wild-type
NHE1 protein. Film exposure times were increased for mutants
expressing lower levels of protein. (C) Example of the measurement of
activity of NHE1 and Trp scanning mutants. NHE1 protein activity
was assayed after ammonium chloride-induced acid load in stably
transfected AP-1 cells. Traces are shown for the entire ammonium
chloride treatment and recovery of wild-type NHE1. For the sake of
clarity, only the recovery from acidosis is shown for V240W and
F246W. (D) Summary of the rate of recovery from an acute acid load
of AP-1 cells transfected with wild-type NHE1 and the indicted Na+/
H+ exchanger mutants. The mean activity of wild-type NHE1 stably
transfected with NHE1 was 0.012 ΔpH/s. This value was set to 100%,
and other activities are a percent of those of wild-type NHE. Values are
means ± the standard error of 8−12 determinations. Results are
shown for mean activity of both uncorrected (black) and normalized
expression levels (striped) and surface processing (measured as in
panels A and B). (E) Measurement of NHE1 protein activity in the
presence or absence of 10 μM EMD87580. For these experiments,
cells were given two pulses of ammonium chloride followed by
recovery in sodium-containing medium, as described previously.26 The
second recovery was in the presence of 10 μM EMD87580, a specific
NHE1 inhibitor,26 and the rate of recovery in the presence of
EMD87580 was compared to that without the inhibitor. We
demonstrated previously26 that when cells are treated with repetitive
ammonium chloride pulses followed by recoveries, the second
recovery is equivalent to the first (in the absence of additional
reagents).

Figure 9. Characterization of the activity of wild-type (WT) and
mutant NHE1 proteins. The activity of NHE1 proteins expressed in
AP-1 cells is expressed relative to that of the wild-type protein.
Mutants are double mutants V237L/L264V, V242F/F260V, and
F246I/I257F and single mutants V242F and F260V. The suffix E
indicates the addition of 10 μM EMD87580 in the recovery phase.
The background activity (recovery or drift in pHi in the absence of
sodium) was subtracted from all proteins.
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problematic. Modeling can provide insights into their structure,
but it ultimately needs to be verified. Here, we expanded our
previous procedures in which we examined single-TM
segments. Two TM segments of the NHE1 protein, TM VI−
VII, were produced and purified, and their structural and
functional characteristics were studied. We were able to
produce this two-TM segment using many of the same
techniques described previously,28 though larger regions are as
yet refractory to expression (not shown).
Landau et al.18 suggest that the TM VI−VII region examined

in this paper is equivalent to TM 4−5 in NhaA, based on
homology modeling and evolutionary conservation analyses.
TM 4 of NhaA contains two short helices separated by an
extended region and contains a functionally important,
conserved aspartate (D133) at the start of the C-terminal
helix.47 TM 5 of NhaA is a straight helix containing two
conserved and functionally important aspartate residues (D163
and D164) involved in ion binding and transport.48 The two
TMs are connected by an approximately five-residue loop. In a
three-dimensional model of NHE1 published by Landau et al.18

based on the NhaA structure, TM VI−VII of NHE1 shows the
same features as TM 4−5 of NhaA. The model has TM VI
positioned such that the extended region is placed near the side
chains of N266 and D267 in TM VII, where these conserved
charged and polar residues might play a role in the ion binding
and transport mechanism similar to the role of D163 and D164
in NhaA. They further orient TM VI and TM VII such that on
the cytoplasmic halves of TM VI and TM VII, residues P239,
V242, L243, and F246 on TM VI and L255, H256, V259, V260,
and S263 on TM VII as well as N266 and D267 form a face
over which the TM segments interact. However, the
extracellular ends of the segments do not interact as strongly
in the model or in NhaA.
Our NMR studies of TM VI−VII show that the individual

segments have a structure similar to that of TM 4−5 in NhaA,
with TM VI showing a discontinuous structure and TM VII a
straight helix. Interactions between the N-terminal and
extended region of TM VI to TM VII could not be observed;
therefore, TM VI does not lie completely along TM VII in the
NMR structure as it does in the Landau model, and the
extended region comes close to N266 and D267 of TM VII
only in a few structures. Interactions are observed only in and
around the interhelical loop, with interactions between TM VIc
and TM VIIn including the two aromatic residues, as described
above, loosely resembling the structure predicted in the Landau
model.18 The structure of TM VI−VII is also supported by
recent structures of NhaP1,49 ASBT,50 and NapA,51 all of which
share the same fold with NhaA and the Landau model,
including the critical TM 4−5 of NhaA.
While it was not possible to directly observe interactions

more distal from the interhelical loop in the NMR structure,
experiments using site specific mutagenesis support the
suggestion that amino acids near this region may be interacting
with TM VII. We used tryptophan scanning mutagenesis to
disrupt interactions of the transmembrane segments. This
procedure has been used previously52−55 with the large size of
the tryptophan residue used to disrupt TM segment
association. Insertion of a Trp residue into TM VI from
amino acid V240 to V245 abolished NHE1 activity. We
demonstrated that the loss of activity was not due to a lack of
expression of the protein or to mistargeting of the protein. The
changes in surface processing and targeting of NHE1 could not
account for the abolition of activity. This suggested that at least

some of the amino acids of this region might interact with
another TM segment, likely TM VII. These results are in
agreement with modeling that suggests TM VI and TM VII
interact over this region.18 We previously used cysteine
scanning mutagenesis and replaced amino acids of this region
with Cys residues.23 Amino acids 240−246 retained activity
when they were changed to Cys, though amino acid E247 was
inactive when it was changed to Cys. Because a Cys residue was
tolerated at amino acids 240−246 while the larger Trp residue
was not, it is likely that the bulky size of the Trp is critical in
disrupting NHE1 activity. It was notable that all of the NHE1
mutants to Trp from V240 to V245 were inactive. Others54,55

have shown Trp scanning mutagenesis can have a periodic
profile of effects on expression, structure, and activity. This is
attributed to an effect on either a membrane protein pore or a
helical face of a TM segment. Our results suggest that in NHE1
this entire region of TM VI is critical.
Interestingly, in our earlier study,23 in which L243 was

changed to a Cys, it reacted with [2-(trimethylammonium)-
ethyl]methanethiosulfonate, and this inhibited NHE1 activity.
A244C and V245C mutant proteins were also less reactive.
L243 is a candidate for a pore-lining residue. It may be that
L243 is a pore-lining amino acid while other amino acids from
position 240 to 245 are more important in TM associations.
Insertion of a Trp residue at position 243 could be enough to
disrupt the NHE1 pore and inhibit activity.
It is also interesting that the E247C23 mutant was inactive

while the E247W mutant retained activity. These results
suggest that in this region, a bulky side chain is not as critical as
a change to a Cys residue. Why a change to a Cys residue
results in inhibition is not clear at this time.
Another test of the interaction between TM VI and TM VII

was to switch pairs of amino acids of the two TM segments. We
were able to switch amino acids V242 and F260 of TM VI and
TM VII, respectively, to F242 and V260, respectively, and this
protein was functional, though at an activity level reduced
compared to that of the wild type. Single mutants of these
amino acids were not functional, suggesting that an interaction
between amino acids at this location may be important.
The interaction of F242 and V260 suggested by mutagenesis

supports the NMR structural studies of the TM VI−VII
peptide. The structure of this peptide in detergent micelles
contained interhelical interactions originating from F246 and
H256. These residues would be on the same face of their
respective TM segments as F242 and V260 because of the α-
helical structure of the segments (Figure 7), and it is likely that
these residues could form interactions, as well. The lack of
observable interaction between F242 and V260 in the NMR
structure, while interactions closer to the interhelical loop were
observed, suggests that the peptide is quite flexible in
comparison to this region in the full length protein.
Swapping other such pairs of amino acids did not yield an

active NHE1 protein. The reason for this is not yet clear. It may
be that the altered side chains are not precisely aligned or that
an interaction there is not critical and the precise amino acids at
these locations have another function.
A comparison of the NMR structure of TM VI−VII and TM

4−5 of NhaA is shown in Figure 10. The weaker interaction of
TM VI and TM VII compared to those predicted in the Landau
model likely suggests that additional interactions in the full
length protein may be important in maintaining the structure of
TM VI−VII. This may be by anchoring the free ends of the
peptide and providing additional packing constraints to
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encourage the proper interaction of the TM segments. This
suggestion is supported by our results with Trp scanning
mutagenesis, which sees additional interactions on the same
helical face as the residues that can be seen to interact in the
NMR structure. Nevertheless, the partial interaction of the two
TMs in the NMR structure suggests that the weak interactions
in TM VI−VII and the structure of the connecting loop play a
role in defining the structure and folding of this region. The
crystal structure of NhaA, off which the Landau model is based,
is an “acid-locked” inactive state.56 Conformational changes
occur in NhaA on activation and during transport, which
includes changes in the conformation of TM 4.48,57 Thus, it
may also be important that the interaction between TM VI and
VII is weak to allow for these conformational changes, as well.
In conclusion, we successfully expressed and determined the

structure of a two-transmembrane segment of the Na+/H+

exchanger, NHE1. The structure of TM VI−VII in DPC
micelles consists of two helices separated by an extended region
in TM VI, and a straight helix in TM VII, with TM VI and TM
VII interacting around the connecting interhelical loop. A
resemblance of TM VI−VII of NHE1 to TM 4−5 of NhaA
suggests that these two regions share the same structure and
function in the full length protein. The proposed interaction
between TM VI and TM VII is supported by Trp scanning
mutagenesis, which showed that insertion of a bulky Trp
residue into the region of amino acids 240−245 disrupted
NHE1 activity. Our study holds promise for determining the
structures of further pairs of TM segments or larger
transmembrane segments, to assemble the structure of the
entire protein.
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